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FDI is pleased to join with the Canadian Dental Association to present the 2005 FDI Annual World Dental Congress (AWDC) — Canada’s largest dental event in 2005. We also welcome the participation of the Order of Dentists of Quebec in this congress, which will combine CDA’s annual convention and Les Journées dentaires internationales du Quebec. The AWDC is also supported through the promotional efforts of the Quebec Dental Surgeons Association. We invite all members of the dental community from around the world to meet in Montreal for this great event.

Montreal is one of North America’s best-equipped destinations for international conferences. Located in the heart of Montreal, the convention center – the Palais des congrès — has recently doubled its meeting facilities. The Palais is readily accessible — just a few minutes stroll from our congress hotels. You’ll also find yourself within easy walking distance of Old Montreal, downtown shopping and Chinatown. Montreal is truly a great city to explore on foot, so bring comfortable shoes!

All members of the worldwide dental profession are invited to attend the scientific program and leading educational forums. FDI congresses are internationally recognized events that focus on the latest scientific topics affecting the profession globally. An interesting feature of the scientific program is a series of hands-on, limited attendance courses offered in several disciplines of dentistry.

The dental industry will showcase their innovative products and services at the World Dental Exhibition. Delegates will have access to the latest developments in dental technology, equipment and products. The exhibition will be located in the Palais, the same facility that will house the scientific program, allowing easy access during the intervals between scientific sessions or refreshment breaks.

Tours have been arranged with all ages in mind. Pre- and post-congress tours are offered to Niagara Falls, Toronto and Quebec City — all only a few hours away from Montreal. Day tours can see you visiting art galleries, white water rafting or exploring the sugar bush for a taste of our world famous maple syrup. Bring your family and friends to enjoy all that Canada has to offer.

Other exciting events include the Opening Ceremony featuring Canadian talent, the Canadian Night showcasing Canadian culture and the Gala Evening atop Mont Royal — Montreal’s namesake mountain which provides a captivating view of the city. This year’s congress will offer something for everyone.

Montreal is a beautiful city that embraces many cultures and languages. It is known for its old-world charm, while at the same time embracing technology and change. In short, it is the perfect place to celebrate the combination of tradition and innovation that marks the FDI Annual World Dental Congress.
Monday 22 August
PRE-CONGRESS COURSES

Presentation language: ENGLISH
FRENCH INTERPRETATION

VENUE: Palais des Congrès of Montréal

Price: CAN$ 200

ADVANCED ESTHETIC DENTISTRY I AND II
All Day Course – Lecture

Elliot Mechanic, Canada

What does it take to create the esthetic dental practice of your dreams?
A lively highly entertaining presentation focusing on smile-design, preparation principles, lab communication, photography, continuing education, patient psychology, legalities and office design.

Price: CAN$ 175

ENDODONTICS
Half Day Course – Pre Hands On Lecture / Morning and Afternoon Session Available
Predictably Successful Endodontics: How To Feel, Fill & Thrill Accessory Canals

Donald Yu, Canada

- Analytically Micro CT understand the apex and accessory canals
- 8 ways to locate and fill accessory canals
- 10 tips to prevent pain and misadventures
- 5 mechanical objectives to improve your success

Price: CAN$ 175
Participation limited / 50 seats available

THE CUTTING EDGE OF PERIODONTICS
All Day Course – Seminars and Hands On Workshop

Seminars in the morning:
A- Rapid Perio Triage  B- Oral Malodor  C- Abfractions and Fruit Juices

Hands On Workshop in the afternoon.
A- Instrument Selection  B- Sharpening Practical

Louis Touyz, Canada

This course reviews Periodontal Triage, Oral Malodor causes and management discusses Fruit-Juice Abuse and teaches clinical coping skills for these. Scaling and root-planing instrument description is followed by Hands-On Practicals of sharpening and use.

Price: CAN$ 200
Participation limited / 15 seats available per session

MEDLEY OF RESIN COMPOSITE TECHNIQUES
Half Day Course – Hands On Workshop / Morning and Afternoon Session Available

Richard Trushkowsky, USA

This course will explore and allow the clinician to try a variety of matrices and retainers, contact formers, contouring instruments, polishing materials and natural shaded composites for expediting posterior composite placement.

Price: CAN$ 200
Participation limited / 50 seats available per session

SPORT DENTISTRY AND CUSTOM MOUTHGUARD FABRICATION
Half Day Course – Hands On Workshop / Morning and Afternoon Session Available

Jean Luc Dion, Canada  Ray Padilla, USA  Paul Piccininni, Canada

Participants will learn about the various types of mouthguards and modifications for different sports. They will have the opportunity to each personally fabricate and finish a custom-made pressure laminated guard.

Price: CAN$ 100
Participation limited / 60 seats available

CARDIO PULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR) – ADULT/CHILD/INFANT
All Day Course

Brian Payne, Canada

Helping cardiac arrest victims before the administration of more advanced life support methods by medical or ambulance personnel.
(CPR techniques demonstrated and tested on dummies)
Tuesday 23 August

PRE-CONGRESS COURSES

Presentation Language: ENGLISH
FRENCH INTERPRETATION

VENUE: Palais des Congrès de Montréal

Price: CAN$ 300

FREE-HAND BONDING IN ANTERIOR TEETH – CHALLENGING CERAMIC RESTORATIONS I AND II
All Day Course – Lecture

Didier Dietschi, Switzerland

This lecture will cover:
- The indications for direct composites restorations
- The essential optical properties of natural tissues and restorative materials
- A detailed description of clinical procedures for achieving outstanding aesthetics and optimal function

Price: CAN$ 175
Participation limited / 15 seats available per session
Attendance of the Pre Hands On Lecture is required in order to attend this Hands On Workshop

ENDODONTICS
Half Day Course – Hands On Workshop / Morning and Afternoon Session Available

Predictably Successful Endodontics: Schilder-Yu Vertical Compaction of Warm Gutta-Percha Technique

Donald Yu, Canada

- Predictably clean and fill the accessory canals with gutta-percha
- Perform effective envelop of motion, 5 biological objectives
- Understand thermoprofile of 3D compaction
- Explain the principles and THE TECHNIQUE: downpack & backpack

Price: CAN$ 175
Participation limited / 15 seats available per session

AIR ABRASION – Its Role in the Evolving Continuum of Minimally Invasive Dentistry: A diagnostic and hands on experience on the various forms of conservative tooth preparation
Half Day Course – Hands On Workshop / Morning and Afternoon Session Available

Chris Bryant, Canada

Trends in pit & fissure caries (incipient/"hidden") demand new diagnostic and treatment approaches. Learn M.I.D. techniques that provide successful outcomes using composite resins and glass ionomers, while ensuring social responsibility to our patient base.

Price: CAN$ 100
Participation limited / 60 seats available

CARDIO PULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR) – ADULT/CHILD/INFANT
All Day Course

Brian Payne, Canada

Helping cardiac arrest victims before the administration of more advanced life support methods by medical or ambulance personnel. (CPR techniques demonstrated and tested on dummies)

Wednesday 24 August

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME

MORNING

ESTHETICS I
Symposium / Panel Discussion

The demand for “extreme Dental Makeover” must be balanced to concern for natural tooth conservation and conservative aesthetic treatments

James Dunn, USA

Understand the “extreme makeover phenomenon” which drives our patients to aesthetic treatment and available alternatives

Occlusion and Esthetics

John N. Nasedkin, Canada

Long-lasting all-ceramic restorations require proper functional load. Preparation guidelines are needed for mutually protected occlusions and esthetically pleasing results. Computerized occlusal analysis is the key to bite force reduction and optimal disclusion patterns.
Principles of Esthetic Dentistry

Gerard Kugel, USA

- A basic understanding of the importance of occlusion in the success of any esthetic case.
- An appreciation for the importance of proper protocol when dentin bonding in order to prevent post-op sensitivity.

ORAL MEDICINE Symposium / Panel Discussion

Dental Considerations for Patients with Common Medical Conditions

Michael Glick, USA

- How to use medical information gained from a standardized health history form
- How to provide safe and appropriate dental care by altering routine dental protocols according to the patient’s medical condition


Michael Siegel, USA

All dentists and hygienists routinely manage patients with hypertension. New hypertension guidelines were published in May, 2003. This lecture will cover blood pressure pathophysiology, major categories, pharmacologic actions and intraoral side effects of antihypertensive medications.

Contemporary Radiology in Dentistry

Robert Langlais, USA

- Identify transition issues to digital radiology
- Preview hand-held intraoral “cameras” for x-ray imaging
- State implications of advanced function panoramic imaging
- Preview 3-D CT cephalometric analysis
- Demonstrate cone beam volumetric CT
- Present imaging software considerations
- Discuss stereolithography

DENTAL MATERIALS:

Demand for Non-Metal Restorative Materials and Interface with Pulp Biology

Ivar Mjör, USA

Practice-based studies have shown that resin-based composite materials have gradually become the all-round restorative material. Present-day composites fail from the same reasons as amalgam, i.e., the clinical diagnosis of secondary caries and restoration fractures.

MOTIVATION

Are We Having Fun, Yet?

Bruce Christopher, USA

This highly interactive session will literally have you coming out of your seats by learning how to leap from procrastinations and crash through comfort zones. You will learn how to make fears disappear, visualize goals, work together, move forward and have fun doing it.

GLAXOSMITHKLINE SYMPOSIUM

Successful Management of Dentine Hypersensitivity - a Fresh Look at the Dentine Surface

Dentine hypersensitivity remains a widespread but underdiagnosed problem with a variety of aetiological and predisposing factors. This symposium will focus on the exposed dentine surface and will explore preventative and management strategies that can easily be put into practice increasing the dental practitioners’ confidence and competence to provide the highest levels of dental care.

AFTERNOON

ESTHETICS II

Symposium / Panel Discussion

Adhesive procedures using direct and indirect aesthetic materials are complex yet functional restorations for patients demanding aesthetic dental procedures

James Dunn, USA

Understand the use of digital images to communicate aesthetic information to patients, laboratories and peers

Esthetic Solutions to Prosthetics Problems

John N. Nasedkin, Canada

Large bounded spaces are effectively managed with fixed-removable combinations. Removable partials are esthetic with crowns and precision attachment support. Converting PFG crowns to telescopic copings can support new fixed units enhancing C and B effectiveness.
Do’s and don’ts

Gerard Kugel, USA

- An ability to choose the right ceramic material based on esthetics, function, preparation and tissue management.
- Determine what is fact vs. fiction in the ever-expanding world of tooth whitening.

AMALGAM WASTE MANAGEMENT

Putting Dental Mercury Pollution into Perspective

Derek W. Jones, Canada


CAD/CAM - CEREC

Denis J. Fasbinder, USA

Understand the CEREC 3D technique for the fabrication of chair-side ceramic restorations. Appreciate the clinical and laboratory research evidence on the clinical effectiveness and longevity of CEREC restorations.

INFECTION CONTROL

Symposium / Panel Discussion

For Better or Worse

Gerard Condon, Australia

- Understanding the need for good infection control as part of a practice’s risk management program
- Appreciating ethical and legislative obligations, as demonstrated in various jurisdictions
- Simple application of effective, economical and safe infection control in clinical practice

Emerging Infection - Challenges and Recommendations

John Molinari, USA

- Understand the rationale and applications of the most recent 2003 U.S. infection control guidelines for dentistry.
- Comprehend the occupational risks from contaminated sharps injuries, along with post-exposure healthcare worker protocols.
- Discuss approaches to minimize the impact of latex hypersensitivity in dental settings.

Dental Unit: From waterlines to disinfection

Jean Barbeau, Canada

- Provide the participant with up to date information on microbiology of dental unit waterlines, the nature of the infectious risk and ways to reduce the risk.
- Knowledge of chemical disinfection and ways to choose the right product.

COLGATE SYMPOSIUM I

Gingival Health: An increasing Health Risk

This Symposium will review the biochemical events that modify oral soft tissue including chronic inflammatory disease and its relationship to dental biofilm and overall health.

Thursday 25 August

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME

MORNING

A Team Approach to Periodontal, Implant and Restorative Procedures for Anterior Esthetics I

All Day Course

Frederic Muroff, Canada     Robert David, Canada

- Planning for ideal esthetics
- Correction of gingival recession, uneven gingival levels and excessive gingival display.
- Subgingival fracture management.
- Hard and soft tissue preservation and reconstruction.
- Esthetic anterior pontics.
- Implants provisionalization.
- Team approach to clinical cases.

IMPLANTOLOGY

The implant-supported partial restoration: Myths, Evolution and Clinical reality

Pierre Boudrias, USA

During this presentation, we will focus or attention on treatment planning, loading modalities, abutment connections and restorative design options to improve functional and esthetic success with single and multiple teeth restorations.
THE FUTURE OF PERIODONTAL THERAPY

Risk Assessment in the Management of Periodontitis

Roy C. Page, USA
- Patients vary widely in risk and risk plays a major role in periodontitis
- Factors that enhance risk
- Why traditional subjective assessment of risk is invalid
- How to measure risk and use risk in diagnosis and treatment planning

ORAL CANCER

Advances in Early Detection (Biomarkers) Clinical Manifestations

Saman Warnakulasuriya, United Kingdom
- Systematically screen the oral mucosa
- Familiarize with the clinical presentation
- Biopsy as appropriate
- Follow up of low-risk lesions

David Wang, USA
Emerging research tools in genomics and proteomics are revolutionizing advances in the clinical diagnostics of diseases, including salivary diagnostics. This lecture presents the soon to be available saliva-based diagnostics for diseases and oral cancer.

PFIZER SYMPOSIUM

Periodontal Disease - The Extent and Cost to Manage - Understanding the Dynamic Biofilm - Antiseptic Rinses and their Essential role in self-management of Gingivitis

This comprehensive three part symposium explores the prevalence of gingival disease in immigrant populations of developed countries such as Canada, and the relative cost to governmental healthcare programs to manage and treat the problem. The attendees will also be given a vivid description of the intricacies of the dynamic oral biofilm environment while the third speaker will describe the evaluation of antiseptic rinses and their integral role in helping patients self-manage gingivitis.

AFTERNOON

A TEAM APPROACH TO PERIODONTAL, IMPLANT AND RESTORATIVE PROCEDURES FOR ANTERIOR ESTHETICS II
All Day Course

Frederic Muroff, Canada
Robert David, Canada
- Planning for ideal esthetics
- Correction of gingival recession, uneven gingival levels and excessive gingival display
- Subgingival fracture management
- Hard and soft tissue preservation and reconstruction
- Esthetic anterior pontics
- Implants provisionalization
- Team approach to clinical cases

PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY

The Effect of a Needs Related Preventive Program on Tooth Loss, Dental Caries and Periodontal Disease in Adults

Per Axelsson, Sweden
From 1972 adults received a needs-related preventive program by a dental hygienist (60% once/year, 30% twice/year and 10% 3-4 times/year). The mean number of lost teeth and new caries lesions per 30 years was only 0.6 and 1.7. Periodontal attachment was unaltered irrespective of age (50-95 years old).

LOCAL ANESTHESIA – THE DENTISTS ALLY

Stanley Malamed, USA
In this program we will discuss (1) newer techniques of local anesthetic (LA) delivery; (2) a comparison of LA drugs; and (3) complications associated with LA in dentistry.

ORAL MANIFESTATION OF NUTRITIONAL DISORDERS

Oral Health, Nutrition and Systemic Disease

Kaumudi Joshipura, USA
Oral conditions are associated with increased risk of diseases such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Possible pathways for these associations will be discussed with a focus on nutritional status as a potential mediator or co-factor.
COLGATE SYMPOSIUM II
Innovative Approaches to Reduction in Oral Bacteria

This symposium will review clinical findings showing the efficacy and benefits of cleaning the oral soft tissues and reducing oral malodor, leading to improved oral hygiene and oral health.

Friday 26th August
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
MORNING

SPORT DENTISTRY
Dentistry and the Olympic Games — “Citius, Altius, Fortius… and carious”
René Fasel, Switzerland
This lecture will provide a brief historical review of the Dental Service at the Olympic Games over the past 70 years, but will focus on the dental health of the athlete and the adverse effect this may have on elite performance.

Sport Dentistry and the Role of the Team Dentist
Paul Piccininni, Canada
This talk will review the role of the Team Dentist from pre-season screenings to on-field emergency management of trauma. Issues such as mouth protection, mouthguard regulations, doping control, sport beverages and concussion will be addressed in multimedia format.

Trauma Prevention through Modern Athletic Mouthguards
Ray Padilla, USA
The attendee will learn about the many types of mouthguards available to the recreational and elite athlete and will be able to identify the best of these. Modern pressure laminated guards will be discussed in detail and the ability to custom design the protection to meet the needs of the sport will be stressed.

GERODONTOLOGY — A SYMPOSIUM
Angus Walls, United Kingdom
This presentation will focus on the relationships between oral health and nutrition in the older person covering both the clinical problems of caries, with an emphasis on the management of root caries, and adequacy of dietary intake in our older patients.

Practical Tips for Caring for Older Adults
Linda C. Niessen, USA
At the end of this program, the participant will be able to:
- List the various topical fluorides and their indications
- Prescribe topical fluorides for high risk patients
- Prescribe therapeutics for oral dryness

PEDODONTICS: MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF HYPODONTIA
Interdisciplinary Approach to the Management of Hypodontia
June Nunn, Ireland
Gain an understanding of the presentation of hypodontia and its aetiology.
Learn about the interdependence of the different dental specialties in treatment planning for hypodontia.
Consider parent and patients perceptions of hypodontia.

Oral Surgical Aspects of Hypodontia
J.G. Meecham, United Kingdom
Gain an understanding of the role of oral surgery in the management of hypodontia.
Appreciate how oral surgery can aid orthodontic and prostodontic management.
Understand the success of different exposure techniques and tooth transplantation.

RISK MANAGEMENT IN PRACTICE
The importance of Communication
Kevin Lewis, United Kingdom
- To highlight the role of communication in the increased risks created by scientific and technical advances in dentistry
- To explain how complaints and litigation can be avoided if the whole dental team has outstanding communication skills

PHILIPS ORAL HEALTHCARE SYMPOSIUM
The Biofilm Revolution
This symposium will explore the diverse communities of biofilms, their resilience, and the strides that are being made to block their damaging activity. Exploration of the systemic risks from pathogens living in dental plaque biofilms which may enter the bloodstream will be reviewed. Recent technologies for oral biofilm removal will be discussed.
AFTERNOON

ENDODONTICS

Causes of Failures

Kishore Gulabivala, United Kingdom

The lecture will review the evidence for causes of failure in Endodontics. Participants should be able to understand the definition of treatment failure and its clinical manifestation. The commonest causes of failure will be discussed.

Management of Failures

Peter Cathro, New Zealand

Following an outline of the aetiology of Endodontic failures, the indications for conventional re-treatment or a surgical approach will be discussed. The evidence for different irrigation, medication and obturation protocols will be covered, along with expected outcomes. What is new on the horizon?

PAIN AND FEAR IN DENTISTRY

Differentiating Dental Phobia from Dental Anxiety: Strategies for Dental Practice

Ruth Freeman, United Kingdom

The learning objective is to provide dentists with a dental anxiety schema from which they may differentiate dentally anxious from dentally phobic patients in order to link the patient’s past dental history and intensity of anxiety to appropriate treatment regimes using the schema.

ORTHODONTICS FOR THE GP

Concepts of Early Treatment

Hideo Mitani, Japan

- Why is the early treatment necessary?
- What is the problem causing malocclusion in early age and how are they dealt with?
- What malocclusion should be or can not be corrected in early stage?

Root Resorption – Etiology and Prevention

Roberto Justus, Mexico

- Understand the challenges presented by root resorption
- Describe the classification and identify the risk factors for root resorption
- Apply the diagnostic tools
- Implement prevention and also adequate treatment

ORAL SURGERY

Bone Augmentation Techniques

Jörg Neugebauer, Germany

Reconstruction of the edentulous ridge requires different surgical approach depending on the defect. A minimal invasive procedure for out-patient hip-graft procedure and the various options for distractions osteogenesis will be shown for the pre-implantological treatment.

GLAXOSMITHKLINE SYMPOSIUM

Oral effects of systemic medications

This symposium will address the challenge to the dental professional of the increasing numbers of prescription medications that have side-effects relating to the oral cavity and dental health.

Saturday 27th August

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME

MORNING

TRAUMATOLOGY

Experiences with Replantation and Transplantation

Mitsuhiro Tsukiboshi, Japan

The indications, techniques, wound healing (pulp healing and PDL healing) and long term results of replantation and transplantation in dental trauma will be shown in the presentation.
BRUXISM AND SLEEP DISORDERS

The Understanding of Sleep-Related Problems in Dentistry

Takafumi Kato, Japan

This program will be intended to describe bruxism and to introduce sleep disorders related to oral health. The understandings of these issues will help clinicians better manage patients with concomitant sleep and oral health problems.

TECHNICIAN PROGRAM

CERCON - New Ways in the All-Ceramic Dental Technology

Peter Finke, Germany

Analogously to clinical studies, CERCON has proved itself very well in regard to strength and safety. Join the modern art of telescopic dental technology, new solution possibilities in implantology, all-ceramic abutments and CERCON supraconstructions as a view of tomorrow’s technology.

YOUNG DENTIST PROGRAM

General Practice in Canada

James L. Armstrong, Canada

Locating and managing a successful dental practice is harder than a medical practice. Clinical skills have little correlation with practice success. We will cover the strategy, marketing, and finance tools needed for profitable practices.

Prosthodontic Treatment: Concepts for New Dentists

Stephen Smith, United Kingdom

We will discuss the conservative approach to modern Prosthodontics. The inter-relationship between specialties will be emphasised as well the modern view to utilise more adhesive techniques than classic heavy tooth preparation. Implant dentistry’s role in this will be discussed.

LOCAL ANESTHESIA

Reasons for Failure and Modalities for Success

David Isen, Canada

Profound local anesthesia is not guaranteed – especially in the mandible. This seminar will examine why incomplete anesthesia occurs. New and established techniques to remedy this frustrating phenomenon will also be explored.

PROCTER AND GAMBLE SYMPOSIUM

Recent Advances in Therapeutic Oral Care Products

In spite of the proliferation during the past decade of oral care products that provide primarily cosmetic benefits, there remains a need for products which can effectively deliver therapeutic benefits as well. This need is particularly evident in North America and Western Europe as the “baby boomer” population ages. This symposium will detail some of our emerging oral care technologies which have the promise of making a significant positive impact on the therapeutic product options available to consumers.

AFTERNOON

THE CRACKED TOOTH SYNDROME

Ulla Pållesen, Denmark

Symptomatic cracks in apparently healthy teeth are seen as a growing problem. The lecturer will focus on localization, prevalence, symptoms, etiology, diagnosis and differential diagnosis as well as prevention of incomplete fractures in dentine.

METAL SUBSTITUTES IN FIXED PROSTHODONTICS – METHODS, MATERIALS AND MECHANICS

Anselm Wiskott, Switzerland

Present the new resins, ceramics and their composites. Determine their fields of application and the principles that underlie their development. Specify the mechanics and failure characteristics of these structures.

EMERGENCIES IN THE DENTAL PRACTICE: HELP

Raj Rayan, United Kingdom     Yusof (Joe) Omar, United Kingdom

The speakers will set out clear and practical advice on the management of emergencies in your practice. They will demystify the drug box and simplify the equipment required for medical and dental emergencies.
ORAL B SYMPOSIUM
Tooth Whitening: The Evidence

This session answers the questions: does whitening work, how well, in whom, and does it cause damage? The answers are: yes, it depends, it depends and, it depends. The variety of whitening agents - concentrations and delivery systems, manufacturers and patients, are all reflected in the vagaries of these answers and add to the confusion among both professionals and patients. This session demystifies the questions and provides clear clinical highlights of the methods, the results, the benefits and adverse events. Attendees will be able to leverage these results enabling them to make evidence-based decisions about whitening treatments.

For continual updates on the Scientific Programme please visit: www.fdiworldental.org

THE FOLLOWING WORKSHOPS WILL ALSO BE HELD DURING FDI 2005:

• Financing of Oral Health Care
  This workshop organised by the Dental Practice Committees will explore different ways of financing oral health care in different counties. Examples from tax-funded public systems, state insurance systems and liberal health markets will highlight different ways of providing oral health care to populations around the globe.

• The Oral Health Care Team – Improving Access through adapted Workforce
  Many populations around the world do not have access to appropriate oral health care services that meet their needs. The challenge of developing adequate professional workforce will be at focus in the workshop organised by the World Dental Development Committee. International speakers from different countries will highlight various models of delegation and expanded oral care teams that include also other health care professionals.

• Oral Care in Remote Areas
  How to improve access to oral care in geographically remote regions? How to motivate dental professionals to serve in rural areas? What type of care is needed and can be provided at a reasonable cost? These and other questions will be discussed during the workshop co-organised by the World Dental Development and Public Health Committee and other organisations.

• World Military Dental Congress Section of Defence Forces Dental Services
  The FDI Congress will be preceded by the Military Congress meeting of the Section of Defence Forces Dental Services from 19 to 23 August 2005. The meeting will be held at the Hotel Delta Centreville. The Military Congress is being organized by the Canadian Forces Dental Services and Col Scott A. Becker, Director Dental Services, will be the host. An invitation to participate in the conference is being extended to the Heads of dental services and other dental officers of military dental services around the world.

Lundi 22 Août
Sessions Pré-Congrès

Programme FRANCOPHONE
LIEU : Palais des Congrès de Montréal

Prix: CAN$ 175

ENDODONTIE CLINIQUE
Cours d’une journée – Matinée – Conférence

Isabelle Cochet – France
Jean Yves Cochet – France

Les nouveautés technologiques nous permettent de réaliser avec efficacité et précision une endodontie respectueuse des données acquises de la recherche. Les nouveaux matériaux comme le MTA ProRoot nous autorisent à traiter et sauver des dents qui, jusqu’à présent, étaient condamnées à l’extraction.

Prix: CAN$ 175

PATHOLOGIE ENDODONTIQUE
Cours d’une journée – Après-midi – Conférence

Jean Yves Cochet – France
Isabelle Cochet – France

L’objectif de traitement des lésions est l’élimination bactérienne qui passe par l’utilisation des solutions désinfectantes et de médications temporaires. Les conséquences médicales des pathologies d’origine endodontique nécessitent l’utilisation d’une imagerie performante (classique et scanner) surtout dans le traitement des pathologies sinusiennes.

Prix: CAN$ 175

PRINCIPES D’ORTHODONTIE MODERNE ÉLÉMENTAIRES
Cours d’une journée – Matinée – Conférence pré atelier

Patrice Pellerin – Canada
Charles Rodrigue – Canada

Revoir les principes de diagnostic, de planification des cas et de mécanique élémentaire dans la sélection des traitements.
d’orthodontie car ce n’est pas le nombre de cas entrepris qui importe mais le nombre de cas complétés.

Prix: CAN$ 175  Prix requis
Il est indispensable d’assister à la conférence pré atelier du matin pour s’inscrire à cet atelier
Audience limitée - 60 places disponibles

LE DIAGNOSTIC ET LA PLANIFICATION DES TRAITEMENTS MINEURS
Cours d’une journée – Après-midi – Atelier
Patrice Pellerin – Canada
Charles Rodrigue – Canada
Mettre en application les objectifs du cours pré-atelier dans l’analyse de cas, la planification de ceux-ci et l’élaboration d’un plan de traitement en équipe de 5 participants à partir de données cliniques des cas échantillonnés.

Prix: CAN$ 350
Audience limitée - 20 places disponibles

CHIRURGIE PARODONTALE
Cours d’une journée – Atelier
Pietro Di Battista – Canada
Se familiariser aux chirurgies osseuses et en comprendre les raisons.
Techniques:
- Greffe gingivale libre vs de tissu conjonctif
- Élimination des poches vs réduction
- Allongement de couronne : dent monoradiculée vs multiradiculée

Prix: CAN$ 175
Audience limitée - 15 places disponibles par séance

LA FIXATION ENDO-PROTHÉTIQUE POUR PROTHÈSES IMPLANTO-PORTÉES AMOVIBLES
Cours d’une demi journée – Matinée et après-midi au choix - Atelier
Richard Taché – Canada
L’édentement complet des deux maxillaires est cause d’un grand déficit anatomo-physiologique chez nos patients. Deux implants à la mandibule et une fixation mécanique amovible assurent une réhabilitation durable et efficace.

Prix: CAN$ 100
Audience limitée - 60 places disponibles

RÉANIMATION CARDIO-RESPIRATOIRE (RCR) – ADULTE/ENFANT/BÉBÉ
Cours d’une journée
Brian Payne – Canada
Aider les victimes d’arrêt cardiaque, en attendant l’administration de méthodes plus avancées de soutien de la vie par les ambulanciers ou le personnel médical.
Techniques de R.C.R. démontrées et pratiquées sur mannequins

Mardi 23 Août
Pré-Congrès Courses

Prix: CAN$ 175
Audience limitée - 15 places disponibles par séance

PRÉPARATION ET OBTURATION CANALAIRE : PROFILE®, PROTAPER® ET THERMAFIL®
Cours d’une demi-journée – Matinée et après midi au choix - Atelier
Isabelle Cochet – France
Jean Yves Cochet – France
Les objectifs endodontiques actuels obligent au choix d’une technique fiable, rapide, reproductible et performante.
Les systèmes de préparation Profile, et Protaper, permettent avec l’obturation Thermafil, une endodontie de qualité en omnipratique dans le respects des critères de l’endodontie moderne.
Ce programme a été financé avec la participation de Tulsa Dental

Prix: CAN$ 175

PRINCIPES D’ORTHODONTIE MODERNE AVANCÉS
Cours d’une journée – Matinée – Conférence pré atelier
Patrice Pellerin – Canada
Charles Rodrigue – Canada
Revoir les principes de diagnostic, de planification des cas et de mécanique plus élaborée. Amener les participants à comprendre les effets secondaires des mécaniques utilisées.
Il est indispensable d’assister à la conférence pré atelier du matin pour s’inscrire à cet atelier.

Audience limitée - 60 places disponibles

**LE DIAGNOSTIC, LA PLANIFICATION ET LA RÉ ANALYSE DES TRAITEMENTS PLUS COMPLEXES**

Cours d’une journée – Après-midi – Atelier

Patrice Pellerin – Canada
Charles Rodrigue – Canada

Mettre en application les objectifs du cours pré atelier dans l’analyse de cas fournis par les participants. Ré analyser des cas déjà en traitement fournis par les participants.

Prix: CAN$ 175

**ESTHÉTIQUE I**

Cours d’une demi journée – Matinée

Les Restaurations adhésives Partielles sur dent dépulpée : Préserver pour durer

Gil Tirlet – France
Yves Allard – France

L’objectif de cette présentation sera d’envisager la restauration de la dent dépulpée unitaire selon une approche thérapeutique moderne, conservatrice et adhésive.

Prix: CAN$ 175

**ESTHÉTIQUE II**

Cours d’une demi journée – Après midi

Les systèmes céramo-céramiques : les réalités cliniques.

Gil Tirlet – France

L’objectif de cette présentation sera d’étudier l’apport des principaux systèmes céramique pour en évaluant leurs performances cliniques à partir des données de la littérature.

Prix: CAN$ 175

**AIGUISAGE**

Cours d’une demi journée – Matinée et après-midi au choix - Atelier

L’aiguillage: Ah! Non, pas encore!

Sylvie Martel – Canada

- Reconnaître les caractéristiques structurales des instruments courants en parodontie.
- 9Dè maîtriser les principes de base de l’aiguillage.
- D’expérimenter l’aiguillage d’instruments avec différentes techniques et appareils mécanisés.

Prix: CAN$ 175

Audience limitée - 60 places disponibles

**RÉANIMATION CARDIO-RESPIRATOIRE (RCR) – ADULTE/ENFANT/BÉBÉ**

Cours d’une journée

Brian Payne  – Canada

Aider les victimes d’arrêt cardiaque, en attendant l’administration de méthodes plus avancées de soutien de la vie par les ambulanciers ou le personnel médical.

(Techniques de R.C.R. démontrées et pratiquées sur mannequins)

Mercredi 24 Août

**PROGRAMME SCIENTIFIQUE MATINÉE**

**ENDODONTIE**

Conférence – Matinée et après-midi au choix

Techniques récentes en endodontie chirurgicale

Bertrand Khayat – France

Les techniques récentes faisant appel aux inserts à ultrasons et au microscope opératoire seront exposées et illustrées par de nombreux cas cliniques permettant d’évaluer les remarquables perspectives de conservation des dents par l’endodontie chirurgicale.
**ODONTOLOGIE PÉDIATRIQUE**
Eruption des dents permanentes : facteurs locaux influents et mise en œuvre thérapeutique

*Elia Sfeir — Liban*

Ankyloses, rizhalyses atypiques, kystes dentigères… peuvent dévier ou même empêcher l’éruption des dents permanentes sous-jacentes. Notre objectif est de présenter le traitement de ces facteurs et le suivi pour éviter des complications ultérieures.

**PARODONTOLOGIE**
De la formation du biofilm à l’élimination de la plaque dentaire

*Michel C. Brexx — Belgique*

Différentes définitions seront revues et corrigées : pellicule, biofilm plaque, materia alba, etc. La manière dont les antiseptiques doivent être jugés et utilisés sera ensuite abordée, en sus- et en sous-gingival, sans et avec nettoyage mécanique.

**LE CONTOUR, LE CONFORT, LA FONCTION, LA PHONÉTIQUE ET L’ESTHÉTIQUE D’UNE RÉHABILITATION IMPLANTO-PORTÉE**

*Édentation partielle*

*Yvan Poitras — Canada*

Le profil d’émergence de la dent détermine non seulement la position de l’implant mais prescrit ou impose les procédures d’aménagement des tissus durs et mous et demeure la base du succès esthétique et fonctionnel de la restauration prothétique finale.

**APRÈS MIDI**

**ORTHODONTIE**
Intercepter maintenant ou traiter plus tard

*Danielle Boivin — Canada*

Quel est le meilleur moment pour traiter un jeune patient qui présente un problème orthodontique? Nous évaluerons les situations où un traitement interceptif est indiqué et les limites de ce genre de traitement.

**PARODONTIE**
Thérapies médicamenteuses topiques et systémique en parodontie

*Véronique Benhamou — Canada*

Une révision objective, basée sur des évidences scientifiques, de l’utilisation des différents traitements médicamenteux, pour compléter la thérapie parodontale, incluant les antibiotiques systémiques et locaux, anti-inflammatoires, antiseptiques, dentifrices, mélanges "maisons" etc.

**LE CONTOUR, LE CONFORT, LA FONCTION, LA PHONÉTIQUE ET L’ESTHÉTIQUE D’UNE RÉHABILITATION IMPLANTO-PORTÉE**

*Édentation complète*

*Yvan Poitras — Canada*

Remplacer les dents d’une manière permanente en ayant recours à la chirurgie implantaire en respectant tous les aspects biomécaniques, fonctionnels est dans les zones esthétiques l’un des traitements les plus difficiles à réaliser. Ceci demande parfois au praticien un aménagement osseux préalable important.

**Jeudi 25 Août**

**PROGRAMME SCIENTIFIQUE MATINÉE**

**MATÉRIAU ESTHÉTIQUE**
Dentisterie adhésive : évolution, évaluation

*José Vreven — Belgique*

Classifier les différents systèmes adhésifs selon le mode d’action et la mise en œuvre. Etablir des critères de choix pour le praticien et établir une sélection.

**CHIRURGIE BUCCALE**
La gestion des complications et des échecs en chirurgie buccale

*Ahmed Laroussi — Maroc*

En chirurgie buccale, échecs et complications peuvent survenir à tout moment.
Pour bien les gérer on doit maîtriser comment les prévenir et les traiter, ainsi que leurs causes liées aux techniques chirurgicales et anomalies anatomoques.

**PARODONTIE**

Parodonte réduit et implantologie

Jacinthe Larivée – Canada

Quand devrait-on prendre la décision d’extraire des dents pour les remplacer par des implants? Comment procéder à ces extractions afin de préserver les sites d’extraction pour la future implantation? Comment restaurer les sites inadéquats?

**LÉSIONS PRÉCANCÉREUSES**

Ihsane Benyahya – Maroc

L’objectif pédagogique est de permettre aux praticiens un dépistage précoce des lésions précancéreuses et des patients à risque. Des arbres décisionnels les guidant dans la conduite à tenir sont proposés.

**APRÈS MIDI**

**PROSTHODONTIE**

La restauration partielle implanto-portée : Mythes, évolution et réalités cliniques

Pierre Boudrias – Canada

Nous porterons notre attention sur la planification, les modalités de mise en charge, les piliers et les options restauratrices dans le but d’améliorer le succès esthétique et fonctionnel des restaurations partielles unitaires et multiples.

**ENDODONTIE**

Retraitement endodontique : Un art, des techniques

Normand Aubre – Canada     Maryse Major – Canada

Cette présentation permettra aux participants d’acquérir les notions nécessaires au diagnostic et à la conception du plan de traitement associé à ce traitement ainsi que la démonstration des techniques impliquées lors de cette thérapie.

**PARODONTIE**

Implications médicales dans le traitement de la parodontite

Élise Shoghikian – Canada

Plusieurs conditions médicales tel le diabète et l’ostéoporose contribuent à la progression de la parodontite. Les changements hormonaux peuvent également moduler le cours de la maladie. Les résultats des récentes études scientifiques seront discutés.

**LA FIXATION ENDO-PROTHÉTIQUE POUR PROTHÈSES IMPLANTO-PORTÉES AMOVIBLES**

Exposé théorique soulignant l’absence de structures fixées

Richard Taché – Canada

Les restaurations prothétiques amovibles implanto-portées conviennent à la plupart de nos patients complètement édentés. Le lien prothèse-implants doit assurer le confort, l’efficacité et la longévité du traitement. Nos structures de soutien répondent-elles à ces critères?

Vendredi 26 Août

**PROGRAMME SCIENTIFIQUE MATINÉE**

**PROSTHODONTIE**

Reconstitution corono-radiculaires de la dent dépulpée

Marc Bolla – France

La reconstitution d’une dent dépulpée ne doit plus être réalisée de manière quasi-réflexe en appliquant à la dent le même mode de restauration, sans tenir compte de son délabrement ou de sa position sur l’arcade.
IMAGERIE NUMÉRIQUE
De la théorie à la pratique

Manon Paquette – Canada
Malgré les avantages de l’imagerie numérique, bon nombre de dentistes hésitent toujours à adopter cette technologie. Cette présentation vise à fournir les connaissances nécessaires permettant de comparer les systèmes d’imagerie actuels ainsi qu’à illustrer l’impact de l’imagerie numérique dans la pratique dentaire.

DENTISTERIE PRÉVENTIVE ET COMMUNAUTAIRE
L’approche globale préventive du cabinet dentaire

Patrick Hescot – France
- expliciter la prévention au niveau du praticien, du patient, du cabinet dentaire
- traiter la gestion du stress et environnement pour le praticien, celle de la douleur pour le patient
- aborder des règles de protection environnementales

CHIRURGIE
Chirurgie au quotidien

Huan Pham – Canada
Trucs et techniques pour devenir plus efficace et s’améliorer dans la pratique de la chirurgie buccale de tous les jours en la rendant plus sécuritaire et plus confortable pour le patient.

APRÈS MIDI

PROSTHODONTIE
Nouvelle porcelaine / LAVA

Robert Valiquette – Canada
L’évolution rapide dans le domaine des céramiques dentaires et des technologies assistées par ordinateur ouvre de nouvelles avenues de traitement sans métal. Que faut-il savoir avant d’intégrer ces systèmes utilisant l’oxyde de zirconium à notre pratique?

PATHOLOGIE
La biopsie : techniques, indications et intégration dans une pratique dentaire moderne.

Julien Ghannoum – Canada    Christian Robin – Canada
À la fin de cette conférence, vous serez en mesure de savoir:
- Quand, pourquoi et comment procéder à une biopsie
- Quand et à qui référer le patient
- Intégrer la biopsie dans une pratique générale

GESTION DES COMPLICATIONS IMPLANTAIRES

Marc Bert – France
Les implants ont actuellement une prévision du succès de 95%, ce qui génère mathématiquement 5% d’échecs. La conférence s’attachera :
- à analyser les causes principales de ces échecs
- à envisager un traitement réfléchi des échecs

GÉRONDOTOLOGIE
Les impacts des conséquences du vieillissement sur la pratique dentaire quotidienne

Christian Caron – Canada
Ce cours décrira le lien entre la santé buccale et l’état nutritionnel, les choix et compromis de traitements acceptables dans différentes situations problématiques de personnes âgées médicalement compromises ou avec limitations physiques ou cognitives.
Samedi 27 Août
PROGRAMME SCIENTIFIQUE
MATINÉE

ALTERNATIVES AUX MÉTAUX EN PROTHÈSE FIXE.
MÉTHODES, MATÉRIAUX ET MÉCANIQUE.

Anselm Wiskott – Suisse
Présenter les nouvelles résines, céramiques et leurs composites. Déterminer leurs domaines d’application et les principes qui sous-tendent leur développement. Préciser la mécanique et les sources d’échec de ces structures.

MANAGEMENT DES PATIENTS À RISQUE

Eric Lessard – Canada
Cette conférence magistrale vous permettra de mieux comprendre :
- Les interactions entre les maladies systémiques et la cavité buccale
- La prise en charge bucco-dentaire des patients à risque

MATÉRIAUX DENTAIRES

Cytotoxicité des matériaux de reconstitution

Michel Goldberg – France

ODONTOLOGIE PÉDIATRIQUE

Traitements pulparés et canalaire des dents lactéales

Charles Pilpil – Belgique
L’endodontie de la dent lactéale reste un sujet à controverse. Une meilleure connaissance anatomophysiologique et des indications thérapeutiques rigoureuses permettent toutefois de la sauvegarder jusqu’à son remplacement naturel par la dent définitive sous-jacente.

APRÈS MIDI

PERSPECTIVE DU FUTUR EN RESTAURATION ADHÉSIVE
Panel
Les dents en tant que biomatériaux dentaires : dentine réactionnelle, réparatrice et régénération dentinaire

Michel Goldberg – France
Lors d’agressions limitées, les odontoblastes élaborent une dentine réactionnelle. Si l’agression est plus vive, les cellules pulparées forment un pont de dentine réparatrice. On peut aussi reformer à la surface dentinaire des formes atypiques de dentine.

Place du laser en dentisterie adhésive

Marc Bolla – France
Le laser Er-YAG permet d’éliminer les tissus cariés et de préparer les tissus dentaires sains. L’aspect microscopique de l’émail et de la dentine et l’absence de débris liés au fraisage semblent favorables au collage.

Composite universel ou composites spécifiques

José Vreven – Belgique
Évaluer l’intérêt de la diversification des composites commercialisés : viscosités diverses, nano – particules, monomères, etc. Etablir un choix sur base de critères objectifs.

PROTHÈSE PARTIELLE AMOVIBLE

Évolution du concept classique au concept actuel

Alexandre Mersel – Israel
La croissance de la population âgée, entraînera une augmentation des d’édentés partiels. Avec la méthode classique, il est nécessaire de connaître le concept du châssis métallique auto amorti qui permettra de surmonter les difficultés cliniques.
LE TRAITEMENT DES TRAUMATISMES DES DENTS ANTÉRIEURES

Panel

Robert Charland – Canada     Normand Aubre – Canada
Paule Salvail – Canada     Elise Shoghikian – Canada

Le dentiste est régulièrement confronté aux séquelles que l’on observe plusieurs mois ou années après un accident. La prise en charge de la phase d’urgence, les suivis à court, moyen et long terme seront présentés.

CHIRURGIE

Dents de sagesse : extraire ou ne pas extraire

Damien Duran – France

L’avulsion systématique des dents de sagesse n’est plus de mise. L’absence de facteurs prédictifs fiables limite la valeur de nos recommandations. Cependant un ensemble d’arguments nous permette d’éviter l’avulsion inutile ou la conservation nuisible.

For continual updates on the Scientific Programme please visit:
www.fdiworldental.org
All delegates have the opportunity to compete for six awards in the FDI/Unilever Poster Competition. Each winner will receive free registration to a future FDI Congress and €1,500 towards your participation.

Terms and Conditions Apply.
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Includes
a News and views section, informing members of news from the FDI and around the world of dentistry in a similar format to FDI World.
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to existing IDJ subscribers and to ‘former FDI Individual Members’ and to individual members of national member associations.

How to subscribe to the IDJ
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www.fdiworldental.org
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5 Battery Green Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR32 1DE United Kingdom
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**International Dental Journal**

The main publication of the FDI itself. Aimed at clinicians and illustrated in full colour. Continues to publish peer-reviewed, scientific articles relevant to international dentistry and published six times a year.

**Journal of the International Academy of Periodontology**

The official journal of the International Academy of Periodontology. Published quarterly and includes news, comments and scientific reports on all aspects of Periodontology.

**European Journal of Prosthodontics**

A pan-European journal covering all aspects of restorative dentistry, including conservation and prosthodontics. Clinicians will find articles and papers of both practical and scientific interest.

**Community Dental Health**

The official journal of the British Association for the Study of Community Dentistry and the European Association of Dental Public Health, published quarterly. Includes papers, articles and news on all aspects of community and public health dentistry.

---

3 Easy ways to subscribe

1. You can subscribe to any of these publications simply by visiting the FDI website at: www.fdiworldental.org

2. If you prefer to use email, send your enquiry to: wdp@dbgp.co.uk

3. Alternatively, you can write to us at:
   FDI World Dental Press
   5 Battery Green Road, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 1DE, UK
   Tel: +44 (0) 1502 511522  Fax: +44 (0) 1502 583152
The FDI’s World Dental Exhibition has provided over 150,000 people since 1996 the opportunity to witness and experience some of the latest and proven products, innovations and science under one roof. The International and Canadian industry now welcomes you to experience this wonderful and unique opportunity at the Palais des congrès in Montréal.

As always the Exhibition will run parallel to the Scientific Programme under one roof with easy access between the exhibition and meeting rooms.

Don’t miss the opportunity to see what’s new, ask questions, sample and explore all that’s topical and fascinating in the dental world.

As a Congress participant, admission to the exhibition is free and you can therefore come and go as you please throughout the four days.
OPTIONAL SOCIAL PROGRAMME

OS1 Welcome Ceremony
A spectacular beginning to the congress, the Welcome Ceremony will reflect the traditional elements of Canada’s heritage.

The Ceremony will be followed by feature performances.

Date & Time: Wednesday 24th August 2005, 19.00 – 20.30 (doors open at 18.00)
Venue: Salle 210 AH, Palais des Congrès
Cost: Free to registered participants – limited attendance, ticket required

OS2 Canadian Night
Canada at the rhythm of the seasons, fall, winter, spring and summer, will be illustrated on giant screen with music and dances.

A unique showcase of Canadian scenery!

Date & Time: Thursday 25th August 2005, 21.00 - midnight
Venue: Palais des congrès de Montréal
Cost: CAN$ 80

OS3 Gala Dinner
Chalet Mont-Royal is an elegant building situated on a Montréal promontory that dominates an immense stone lookout offers a breathtaking view of downtown Montréal.

This Gala event will be a magical journey of sight, sound and taste.

A unique event, not to be missed…

Coach transport provided
Black tie required

Date & Time: Friday 26th August 2005, 18.00 – midnight
Venue: Chalet Mont Royal
Cost: CAN$ 215 per person

OS4 FDI Montréal 2005/Aurum Classic Dental Golf Tournament
Les Quatre Domaines is a 36 hole course, one of the finest Golf Club courses in Québec, located at the foot of the beautiful Laurentian Mountains.

Benefits will be shared by Dentistry Canada Fund, Fondation de l’Ordre des Dentistes du Québec and FDI Funds.

SPECIAL CONTEST: $1,000,000 SHOOT OUT.

1. Player must succeed the qualifying hole; must be 150 yards, Par 3. it is a $50,000 Hole in One.

2. $1,000,000 Hole in One for the winner of the qualifying hole during regular play as well as any other golfer from previous 2005 tournaments, 165 yards-Par 3.

Location: Les Quatre Domaines Golf Club, 18400 CH Notre-Dame, Mirabel, Québec, J7I 2A6, www.golflesquatredomaines.ca
Tel : +1.450.434.00.48

Departure Time: The tournament will be a shotgun event starting at 13:00
Date: Monday, August 22nd, 2005
Cost: CAN$ 225 (Includes Green fee, Cart and Dinner). CAN$ 70 (Dinner only)

ACCOMPANYING PERSONS PROGRAMME AND SPORTS

These tours, designed by Visites de Montréal DMC are for participating delegates and accompanying persons of the FDI Annual World Dental Congress 2005. Only the best aspects of Montréal and its environments have been incorporated to provide value for money for persons whose time is at a premium.

All sightseeing tours include informative English speaking commentary, all entry fees and meals where specified. Comfortable shoes and clothing are recommended for all tours.

All tours are based on a minimum number of participants. If minimum numbers are not reached, alternative arrangements or a complete refund will be made. Places on all tours are limited and will be allocated strictly in order of receipt of payment.

Some tickets might be purchased on site depending on availability on the tours; Credit card (Visa, MasterCard, and AMEX), cash or travelers checks are accepted on site. Tickets will be sold in Canadian currency.

All excursions and tours will leave from the Palais des Congrès. Participants must present themselves at the entrance 10 minutes prior to departure date.
CITY TOUR: Montréal mixes trendiness and tradition
Discover Montréal with its bi-cultural heritage and cosmopolitan blend of the old and new on this comprehensive overview of our city. Old Montréal’s rich architectural and historical legacy, the financial district, Montréal’s leading museums, the cultural and performing arts institutions, Montréal’s elegant upper class communities, Montréal’s four universities and the world renowned St. Joseph’s Oratory. Along the way, the tour includes a stop at the summit of Mt. Royal Park for a panoramic view of Montréal and a guided visit of Notre-Dame Basilica, an outstanding example of neo-gothic architecture. Time permitting, a short drive will be taken through Ste.Hélène and Notre-Dame Islands, sites of Expo ’67 and the Montréal Grand Prix.

Cost: CAN$ 40 per person
This price includes the following:
Professional Guide; Deluxe Motor Coach; Admission Fees; All Taxes and Gratuities; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

AP1A4 Wednesday 24th August 2005 09.00-12.00
AP1A5 Thursday 25th August 2005 09.00-12.00
AP1A6 Friday 26th August 2005 09.00-12.00

AP1B Tuesday 23rd August 2005 13.00-16.00

AP2A Saturday 27th August 2005 09.00-13.00
AP2B Wednesday 24th August 2005 13.30-17.30

Cost: CAN$ 64 per person
This price includes the following:
Professional Guide; Deluxe Motor Coach; Admission Fees; All Taxes and Gratuities; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

Old Montréal Walking Tour
Departing from the Montréal Convention Center, your guide will walk you back through 365 years into the life of the first settlers of Montréal. In this historic quarter, you will stroll through a maze of narrow cobblestone lanes and old buildings, providing a perfect opportunity to discover the history and charm of Old Montréal. En route you will see Place d’Armes, Jacques Cartier Square and Montréal City Hall.

Wear comfortable shoes!!

Cost: CAN$ 35 per person
This price includes the following:
Professional Licensed Guide; Admission Fees; All Taxes and Gratuities; Coffee Break; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

AP3A Wednesday 24th August 2005 09.00-12.00
AP3B Monday 22nd August 2005 13.00-16.00

Botanical garden, Olympic tower and Biodôme
Travel along the St. Lawrence River to the second largest Botanical Garden in the world displaying more than 20,000 species of flowers and plants in 30 outdoor gardens and 10 greenhouses. It houses a remarkable collection of bonsai and orchids. You can choose to visit the Exhibition Greenhouses, the Japanese Pavilion, the Chinese Garden, the Arboretum or the Insectarium. The next visit will bring you to the Biodôme, a unique concept of a “living” museum. Wander through four full scale natural ecosystems of the Americas: the Tropical Forest, the St. Lawrence Marine, the Laurentian Forest and the Polar World, complete with landscapes, waterfalls, rivers, flora and birds, animals and fish. Our last stop is at the Olympic Tower and the buildings constructed for the 1976 Olympic Games. You will ride the Funicular to the top of the world’s tallest inclined tower to admire the view of Montréal and the river.

AP3A Wednesday 24th August 2005 09.00-12.00

www.odq.qc.ca/jdiq/fdi2005
Old Montréal walk and Cruise on the Bateau-Mouche
Leaving from the Montréal Convention Center, you will walk through Old Montréal alongside old buildings and discover our colorful past. After approximately an hour, we will board a Paris-style river boat, a glass-roofed boat called Bateau-Mouche. Relax in comfort and discover the magnificent view of Montréal and the Saint-Lawrence River. Le Bateau-Mouche will trace its way under Montréal’s bridges, then around Sainte-Helen’s island in the Chenal Lemoyne and upstream against the Sainte-Marie current.

AP4 Thursday 25th 2005 13.30-17.00
Cost: CAN$ 55 per person
This rate includes the following:
Professional guide; Cruise; Beverage; All taxes and Gratuieties; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

The Laurentian Mountains
The Laurentians, one of the oldest mountain chains in the world, lies just 20 miles north of Montréal. This scenic region of mountains, lakes and rivers is the “playground” of Montréalers who enjoy fishing, skiing or golfing. The region has been developed to preserve its natural setting of vast forests, quaint villages, lush valleys and crystal-clear lakes. You will observe typical villages en route to the region’s foremost resort, Mont Tremblant. There will be some free time to shop and browse around in the charming Village St. Bernard, for the more adventurous at heart, a ride in the Gondola to admire the panoramic view from atop the mountain. Bring your camera! Lunch will be in the heart of The Laurentians.

AP55 Thursday 25th August 2005 09.00-17.00
AP56 Friday 26th August 2005 09.00-17.00
Cost: CAN$ 105 per person
This price includes the following:
Professional Guide; Deluxe Chartered Transportation; Gondola Fee; Lunch and Beverages (soft drink, coffee, tea); All taxes; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

Jet boating in the Lachine Rapids
After a short walk from the Convention Center to the Old Port of Montréal, you will experience a great and most unique attraction on Canada’s foremost river, the St. Lawrence. History and excitement rolled into one tour. The ride goes through the last remaining rapids of the river and the powerful engines propel the boat past the Montréal’s skyline, St. Helen’s Island, Nun’s Island and the white froth of the Lachine Rapids appears... You will get wet! Bring a change of clothes (rain coat, boots and life jackets are provided).

AP6A Thursday 25th August 2005 – 18 years+ 15.00-17.30
AP6B Thursday 25th August 2005 – 13-17 years 15.00-17.30
Cost: CAN$ 82 per person (18 years +)
CAN$ 72 per youth (13-17 years old)
This rate includes the following:
Professional guide; Transportation (return only); Cruise and equipment; All taxes; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

The Richelieu Valley:
A Gourmet Region
The Richelieu Valley, also called the Apple Region offers panoramic scenery coupled with an ideal climate for the gardening of market produce. The Monteregian hills are surrounded by apple trees, and other orchard-related industries. During the tour you will visit a Cider and a Vinegar plant, displaying products derived from apples. Following a delicious meal in the village of Chambly on the banks of the Richelieu River, comes a visit of gourmet chocolate makers and tasting in Mont-Hilaire.

AP7 Thursday 25th August 2005 09.00-16.30
Cost: CAN$ 108 per person
This price includes the following:
Professional Guide; Deluxe Motor Coach; Admission Fees; Lunch; All Taxes; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator
Historical Homes witness of life in New France
This tour will make you discover the way of living of two generations of settlers living in Montréal at the turn of the 16th century through the visit of two historical homes. First, The Maison St-Gabriel (1698), home that was used by Marguerite Bourgeoys, Montréal's first teacher, to educate the King's wards that had been sent to New France to marry the settlers. This religious order, the Congregation Notre-Dame, still occupies the building and will guide you through their collection of objects and furnishings from the 18th and 19th centuries. Then, the Château Ramezay (1705), the former residence of the French Governor of Montréal, is now a historical museum and an example of domestic architecture in New France.

AP8 Friday 26th August 2005 13.00-16.30
Cost: CAN$ 60 per person
This price includes the following:
Professional Guide; Transportation; Admission fees; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

Biking along the Lachine Canal
This tour will start from the Old Port in Old Montréal and will bring you on the bicycle path alongside the Lachine Canal stretching from Montréal through Lac-St.-Louis. The Canal, built in the late 19th century to avoid the rapids, is surrounded by 140 kilometres of bicycle paths. This relaxing bicycle excursion (nice and easy flat land), on a 25 km portion of the path, allows the participants to discover a part of our history, in a park-like setting and to meet some Montréalers. The Lachine Canal recently reopened to small boat navigation.

AP9 Friday 26th August 2005 13.00-17.00
Cost: CAN$ 60 per person
This rate includes the following:
Professional guide; Bicycle; Snack; All taxes; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

A Lunch of Creation at an Artist's private Home
A lunch will take place in Ville des Cèdres, 45 minutes from Montréal, at the beautiful country home of Bernard Séguin-Poirier, a renowned Québec artist. Mr. Séguin-Poirier’s media is enamel on copper. Drinks and canapés will be served on the terrace overlooking the picturesque St. Lawrence River. A delicious catered lunch will follow while the artist will create a piece of art. A drawing will take place and the fortunate winner will leave with an original Bernard Séguin-Poirier piece!

AP10 Friday 26th August 2005 11.00-16.00
Cost: CAN$ 180 per person
This price includes the following:
Transportation; Professional Guide; Artist Bernard Séguin-Poirier; Lunch and beverage; Drawing for piece of art; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

Culinary Demonstration “à la Montréal”
Here is a rare opportunity to learn new recipes and the secrets of a repute Montréal’s chef. The chef will take you shopping in a colourful Outdoor Market with a distinct European air. There, you will meet some local producers and learn the secret on how to choose the best products, from fruits to cheeses. Afterwards, the Chef will take you to his kitchen and give you a cooking demonstration. You will have the opportunity to taste some typical regional food along with some excellent local Wine.

AP16 Friday 26th August 2005 10.00-14.00
AP17 Saturday 27th August 2005 10.00-14.00
Cost: CAN$ 140 per person
This price includes the following:
Professional Guide and Chef; Deluxe Chartered transportation; Tastings; Lunch with wine; All taxes; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator.
Rendez-Vous in Québec

Classified as an international heritage site in 1985 by UNESCO, the city of Québec, capital of the Province of Québec, is the only remaining entirely fortified city in North America. Founded in 1608 by Samuel de Champlain, Québec was the first permanent European settlement in New France. A natural citadel, the site dominates the St. Lawrence. Renowned for its European flavour, the city offers a rich architecture. During the tour you will see the Plains of Abraham, Notre-Dame Basilica, Place Royale, the National Assembly, the Citadelle and the famous Château Frontenac. Lunch will be included at one of Québec’s charming restaurants. See if you can resist the ambiance of Québec City!

AP12 Friday 26th August 2005 All Day

Cost: CAN$ 110 per person

This price includes the following:
Professional Guide; Deluxe Motor Coach; Specialized tour guide from Québec City; Lunch; All Taxes and Gratuities; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

Ottawa, Canada’s Capital

Located on the Ottawa River, 200 kilometers west of Montréal, Ottawa was chosen the capital of Canada by Queen Victoria in 1858. Over the past century, this former lumber town has gracefully blossomed into a cosmopolitan city filled with neo-gothic government buildings, gardens and parks. With the help of a professional guide, we drive along Sussex Drive, the Byward Market, and the Rideau Canal and discover the many historical and charming facets of the capital city. This day includes: a visit to the Museum of Civilization, lunch and free time in Byward Market.

AP14 Saturday 27th August 2005 08.00-18.00

Cost: CAN$ 106 per person

This price includes the following:
Professional Guide; Deluxe Motor Coach; Specialized tour guide from Ottawa; Admission Fees; Lunch; A Visites de Montréal DMC Coordinator

For any additional enquiries on the content of these tours, please contact Visites de Montréal DMC by e-mail at info@visitesdemontreal.com or by fax at +1 514-989-7365.

DISCLAIMER
The services specified in these tour descriptions are available at the time of writing. However in the event that any service(s) become unavailable for any reason, Visites de Montréal DMC will make every effort to supply alternative services of an equal standard and value but cannot accept any responsibility for failure to provide the specified services.
PRE CONGRESS TOUR AND POST CONGRESS TOURS

PT1 / PT4: ROMANTIC QUÉBEC CITY

(PT1) Sunday 21st August 2005 – Monday 22nd August 2005
2 Days/1 Night

(PT4) Sunday 28th August 2005 – Monday 29th August 2005

COST: PT1D/PT4D  CAN$ 585  per person based on double occupancy
PT1S/PT4S  CAN$ 790  per person based on single occupancy

Québec City is the only entirely fortified city in North America. Classified as an international heritage site in 1985 by UNESCO, the city of Québec offers French culture, New France architecture, charming restaurants and is the home of the famous Château Frontenac overlooking the St-Lawrence River. A carriage ride through the cobblestone streets of the old City will make your stay a memorable and romantic stay.

DAY 1: Montréal/Québec City
• Morning departure for Québec City, the cradle of French culture and the only walled city in North America. Free time upon arrival in the upper town and lunch in a typical French restaurant. In the afternoon, enjoy a sightseeing tour of Québec’s historic capital including Place Royale, the Plains of Abraham, the Citadel and the Parliament buildings.
• Lunch in Québec upon arrival
• Free evening to enjoy the restaurants and sights of Québec
• Overnight stay in majestic Château Frontenac in Québec city.

DAY 2: Montmorency Falls/Ste.Anne-de-Beaupré/Montréal
• Breakfast and tour of Montmorency Falls and Ste.Anne de Beaupré.
• There will be some time to browse in the quaint boutiques of Old Québec City before heading back to Montréal.
• Back in Montréal at around 18h30.

This price includes the following:
• Professional Tour Director
• Transportation
• Admission fees
• Meals as mentioned
• Accommodation for one night
• All taxes and gratuities

PT2: THE CHARLEVOIX REGION

Sunday 28th – Tuesday 30th August 2005
3 Days/2 Nights

COST: PT2D  CAN$ 880  per person based on double occupancy
PT2S  CAN$ 1080  per person based on single occupancy

With its stunning scenery and the outstanding beauty of its landscape overlooking the St-Lawrence River, the Charlevoix region has become Québec’s favourite tourist destination. Named “World Biosphere Reserve” by UNESCO in 1989, the destination is an astonishing array of plant and wildlife. A river estuary, a fjord, caribou and whales can all be found within its borders. With a long time tradition of warm hospitality, the Charlevoix region offers charming inns, fine dining establishments, and vibrant art scene to dazzle and delight visitors.

DAY 1 Montréal / Québec / Pointe-au-Pic
• Departure for Québec City by motorcoach
• Lunch in a typical French restaurant of Québec
• Travel along the North Shore of the St. Lawrence River (peaceful scenery)
• Free evening and overnight in Pointe-Au-Pic

DAY 2 Pointe au Pic / Tadoussac / Pointe au Pic
• Breakfast in Pointe au Pic
• Visit of the Charlevoix Region and Baie St. Paul
• Lunch in Tadoussac
• Whale watching cruise in the afternoon
• Dinner and overnight in Pointe-au-Pic

DAY 3 Pointe au Pic / Trois-Rivières / Montréal
• Breakfast in Pointe au Pic
• Lunch and brief visit of Trois-Rivières
• Arrival in Montréal at 5:00 PM

This rate includes the following:
• Professional Tour Director
• Transportation
• Admission fees
• Meals as mentioned
• Accommodation for two nights
• All taxes and gratuities

www.odq.qc.ca/jdiq/fdi2005
PT3: TORONTO/NIAGARA FALLS

Sunday 28th – Tuesday 30th August 2005
3 days/2nights

COST: 
PT3D CAN$ 935 per person based on double occupancy
PT3S CAN$ 1150 per person based on single occupancy

Toronto and The Niagara Region is a must tour during your visit to Canada. Toronto, the Canadian metropolis, is a vibrant cosmopolitan city with an active cultural life, beautiful parks and gardens and a dynamic downtown core. The Niagara Region, an hour from Toronto, is world-renowned for the majestic Falls and its award winning icewines.

DAY 1 Montréal / Toronto
• Departure from Montréal to Toronto in the morning by motorcoach
• Visit and lunch in Kingston
• Dinner at the CN Tower and overnight stay in Toronto

DAY 2 Toronto / Niagara Falls
• Breakfast and a three-hour sightseeing tour of Toronto. Major landmarks include: the banking district, clamshell blocks of City Hall, the unique mosaic of ethnic neighbourhoods, the CN Tower, the University of Toronto and the ultra-modern SkyDome.
• Departure for Niagara Falls, one of the natural wonders of the world
• Following lunch, we board the Maid of the Mist for a thrilling ride to view the thundering Falls from river level. Discover the majesty and magic of the Falls that are surrounded by city parks
• See the Niagara Park Commission Greenhouse, the Floral Clock, the Botanical Garden and the Skylon Tower
• Dinner in a vineyard in Niagara on the Lake
• Overnight in Toronto.

DAY 3 Toronto/ Montréal
• Breakfast and departure for Montréal
• En route, lunch and cruise in the beautiful Thousand Islands
• Return to Montréal approximately at 6:00PM

This price includes the following:
• Professional Tour Director
• Transportation
• Admission fees
• Meals as Mentioned
• Accommodation for 2 nights
• All Taxes and Gratuities.

TOURS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
These tours, designed by Visites de Montréal DMC are for participating delegates and accompanying persons of the FDI Dental Congress 2005.

RESERVATIONS, BOOKINGS AND FINAL DETAILS
Reservations should reach FDI Head Office no later than 19th June 2005 and full payment is required at that time. No space on tours will be reserved without payment. Bookings will be acknowledged and participants advised of final details. If minimum numbers are not achieved, alternative arrangements or a complete refund of the published tour price will be made.

Tours Inclusions
• Deluxe accommodation (where possible)
• Sightseeing as per the itineraries
• Breakfast daily and other meals as specified
• Deluxe Motorcoach

Not included
• Meals other than specified
• Personal expenses
• Beverages & anything not specifically mentioned

Maximum Numbers
The number of participants on ALL tours is limited and places will be allocated strictly in order of receipt of payment.

Cancellation Fees
Before 1st May 2005: 90% reimbursed
Before 19 June 2005: 80% reimbursed
After 19 June 2005: no reimbursement.

Alternative or Additional Arrangements
For alternative arrangements please contact Visites de Montréal DMC. We will be pleased to tailor an individual itinerary to suit your requirements.

Disclaimer
The services specified in these itineraries are available at the time of writing. However, in the event that any service(s) become unavailable for any reason, Visites de Montréal DMC will make every effort to supply alternative services of an equal standard and value but cannot accept any responsibility for failure to provide the specified services.

For additional information regarding the Pre and Post Tours, please contact Visites de Montréal DMC by e-mail at info@visitesdemontreal.com or by fax at +1 514-989-7365.
VENUE
PALAIS DES CONGRÈS

Main Entrances
1001, place Jean-Paul-Riopelle
201, avenue Viger Ouest

Main Office
159 Rue Saint Antoine Ouest
Montréal QUÉBEC H2Z 1H2
CANADA

Tel: +1.202.861.86.40
Fax: +1.202.861.93.59

www.congresmtl.com

Open to the world, the city and its people, the Palais des Congrès de Montréal offers visitors a warm and unique atmosphere. It is located at the heart of not one but four city districts. From the Palais des Congrès, visitors can easily access the Quartier international, Chinatown, the downtown business core or Old Montréal.

NO SMOKING CONGRESS
Please note that smoking will not be permitted inside the Convention and Exhibition Centre.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Les journées dentaires internationales du Québec
625 blvd René Lévesque, ouest 15th Floor,
Montreal, Quebec H3B 1R2
Telephone: 514-875-8511
Fax: 514-875-1561
Web site: www.odq.qc.ca/jdiq/fdi2005

EMAIL COURTESY
Before emailing your query please check for the information in this brochure or on our webpage. Please allow the Housing Bureau some time to respond to your query.

PRE-REGISTRATION
Those who wish to attend the Congress should complete the Registration Form and return it to the Les journées dentaires internationales du Québec office in Montreal, Quebec by 15th July 2005. After this date, participants are required to register onsite at the Congress.

The enrolment fees are reduced for any registration received with the required payment before 15th April 2005.

Each registrant must complete a separate form. A clean photocopy of the form will be accepted, or additional forms can be obtained from the Les journées dentaires internationales du Québec office. Alternatively, registrations can be made via the Congress website www.odq.qc.ca/jdiq/fdi2005 Please read through this booklet carefully before you complete your form. If registering by mail please use AIRMAIL.

ENTITLEMENTS

DELEGATES
The registration fee entitles delegates to the following:
Access to all lectures in the Scientific Programme
World Dental Exhibition
Welcome Ceremony
Congress Documentation
Congress Bag

ACCOMPANYING PERSONS
Accompanying persons are defined as spouses and partners of full registrants. Registration includes:
Welcome Ceremony
World Dental Exhibition

In addition, accompanying persons may attend all social and sporting programmes at their own expense. Please note that the registration fee is for the full four inclusive days. This does not guarantee you a seat at any particular scientific session. We recommend arriving early to avoid any possible disappointment.
PRE - REGISTRATION
Registrations will not be processed or confirmed until payment in full is received.
Credit card payment by Visa / MasterCard only.
When paying by credit card, the registration form should be completed with card number, expiry date, signature and the cardholders address.
The payment by bankers’ draft or cheque shall be payable to FDI Montréal 2005 (AWDC).

ON-SITE REGISTRATION
It will be possible to register upon arrival at the Palais des Congrès in Montréal for the scientific programme and purchase tickets for the social programmes, tours and excursions, subject to availability. An administrative fee will be charged for on-site Congress registration.

Payment may be made by personal cheque or credit card. Bankcard, MasterCard and Visa card are accepted at the Congress. Cheques should be made payable to the FDI-AWDC Montréal 2005.Your full name and address should be printed clearly on the back of the cheque.

Please note: all transactions by credit card will appear on your statement as a payment to FDI-AWDC Montréal 2005.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Your registration and payment will be acknowledged in writing with confirmation of your requirements according to your registration form. Your registration will not be processed or confirmed if payment does not accompany your form.

You will not receive any further publications before the Congress. Your letter of acknowledgment will include any further advice necessary prior to your arrival at the Congress.

CHANGES AND CANCELLATIONS FOR REGISTRATION, SOCIAL PROGRAMME AND DAY TOURS
Any changes or cancellations must be received in full and in writing. No changes requested by telephone will be accepted. Refunds will be issued according to the reimbursement rules. Please allow a minimum of 8 weeks for processing any refund. Refunds are based on the total transactions for all enrolment fees, courses, tours, events (excluding post congress tours – see terms in post congress tour section). Participants are advised to keep a copy of the registration form.

Cancellation Dates:
Before 1st May 2005 90% reimbursed
Before 2nd July 2005 80% reimbursed
After 2nd July 2005 no reimbursement

ENTRANCE TO CONGRESS
Each member of the Congress will receive a name badge upon registration. The badge will be your official pass and must be worn to obtain entry to all sessions and social functions.

CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCE
A Certificate of Attendance will be issued to all dental participants of the Congress. Certificates of Attendance will also be issued for ticketed courses.
The FDI World Dental Federation is an ADA CERP recognised provider. Delegates who have registered for the Congress are eligible to receive continuing education points by attending scientific sessions throughout the meeting. Forms can be found in your registration pack and delegates are responsible for completing the forms accurately and keeping them for recording purposes.

REGISTRATION
Registration and check in for all pre-registered participants and others will be located in the Viger Hall of the Montréal Convention Centre. On presentation of the registration confirmation, participants will receive the Congress documentation, pre-ordered tickets to courses, events and tours. The official programme for the FDI 2005 Congress and the official FDI World Dental Exhibition Catalogue will also be provided.

LANGUAGES
Scientific and educational programmes will be held in English and French. Some of the English programme may be interpreted in French, German, Spanish and Japanese for selected sessions.

INSURANCE
Registration fees do not include insurance of any kind. It is strongly recommended that at the time you register for the Congress and book your travel you take out an insurance policy of your choice. The policy should include loss of fees/deposit through cancellation of your participation in the Congress, or through cancellation of the Congress, loss of international/domestic air fares through cancellation for any reason, loss of tour monies through cancellation for any reason including airline or related services strikes within Canada, failure to utilise tours or pre booked arrangements due to airline delay, Force Majeure or any unforeseen or unrelated event, medical expenses, loss or damage to personal property, additional expenses and repatriation should travel arrangements have to be altered. The Congress organisers cannot take any responsibility for any participant failing to arrange their own insurance. This insurance is to be purchased in your country of origin.

OFFICIAL AIRLINE
The Star Alliance Members are pleased to be appointed as the Official Airline Network for FDI Congress 2005

To obtain details and conditions on Star Alliance Conventions Plus discounts and participating airlines*, please contact your local Star Alliance Member and quote the following Event Code AC005S5

When making your travel plans please present confirmation of your registration on proof of attendance and ensure that the Event Code is listed on your ticket.

For further information about Star Alliance Members please visit: www.staralliance.com/conventionsplus

AIRPORT AND TRANSPORT
Downtown Montréal, where the Convention Centre and most major hotels are located, is 22 km (14 miles) South-East of the International Airport. The city centre can be reached in approximately 20 minutes by car. A taxi costs approximately $30.00 Canadian dollars, limousines $50.00 and buses $10. A regular airport to city bus service operates from approximately 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. (not recommended for those with large amounts of luggage). Any queries please see the Travellers Information Desk at the Airport.

TAXIS
Taxis in Montréal operate under one pricing structure with a minimal starting fee of $2.75 CDN and $1.30 each additional kilometre. Please check the meter is set when you begin your journey.

BUSINESS HOURS
Banks generally open from 10.00 – 15.00 hours Monday - Friday. General office hours are 09.00 – 17.00 Monday - Friday. Post Offices operate these hours, however stamps are often available from hotels.

CLIMATE AND CLOTHING
August is summer and the temperature range is 11°C to 25°C. We suggest you bring a jacket and tie with you for special occasions. A light jacket is recommended for evenings. Coat and tie may be required in some restaurant at night.

EATING OUT
Bistros, restaurants, cafes and coffee shops offer varied menus, prices and decor. Local specialties such as seafood and Canadian ice wines and ice cedar are worth trying. At some restaurants you can keep the liquor bill down by taking your own wine or beer.

SHOPPING
Shops in Montréal open from 0900 to 1730 during the week with late night shopping on Thursday and Friday. On Saturdays, most shops open from 0900 to 1800. On Sunday major department stores in the centre of the city are open from 1000 to 1600.

TIME
Montréal is 4 hours behind Greenwich Mean Time.

TIPPING
Tipping is your prerogative, a reward for service. It is customary to tip hotel porters and a gratuity of about 15 per cent is usual in restaurants if good service is received. Tips for taxis are regarded as optional.
ACCOMMODATION

General notes on reservation
- Unless noted otherwise, all rooms are standard rooms.
- Should a late arrival be expected, please indicate it on your housing form. In most hotels, check-in starts at 13h00 and arrival after 16h00 is considered late arrival.
- Reservation, changes and cancellations instructions appear on your housing form.
- Taxes are not included.
- Please contact your hotel for their cancellation rules.

Delta Centre-Ville / FDI Headquarter Hotel
Rates include american breakfast
Single: $199.00 CAD
Double: $219.00 CAD

Deluxe guest rooms including Signature Club rooms offering exclusive access to the panoramic salon of the 30th floor. In the heart of downtown and the financial district, adjacent to Place Victoria, the World Trade Centre and the IATA. Within walking distance of Old Montréal, the Old Port and the Convention Centre.

W Montréal
Category Wonderful Rooms
Single: $399.00 CAD
Double: $399.00 CAD

Category Mega Rooms
Single: $449.00 CAD
Double: $449.00 CAD

Cuddled in the Cité Internationale and near Old Montréal, shopping and museums, the chic new W blends perfectly with this city's passion and flair. True Montréal, lively, seductive ambiance and 24-hour "whatever, whenever" services. Impeccable style.

Hôtel InterContinental Montréal
Rates include buffet style breakfast
Single: $265.00 CAD
Double: $285.00 CAD

Awarded Five Stars and Four Diamonds. Elegant blend of historic architecture with a contemporary style. Luxurious property located both in romantic Old Montréal and trendy downtown. Steps away from the Convention Centre. Choice of 18 unique meeting rooms and catering venues rich in history.

Hyatt Regency Montréal
Rates include buffet style breakfast
Single: $229.00 CAD
Double: $249.00 CAD

In the heart of downtown Montréal, surround by festivals, underground access to the Convention Centre, within walking distance of Old Montréal, the Old Port, Place des Arts and Musée d’art contemporain. Adjacent to the Complexe Desjardins and its 120 shops, boutiques and restaurants and the metro (subway). Business centre. Coffee-maker with complimentary coffee, voice mail and dataport, iron and ironing board in every room. A 17 million dollar renovation project is undergoing.

Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth
Rates include continental breakfast
Single: $257.00 CAD
Double: $275.00 CAD


Le Centre Sheraton
Rates include buffet style breakfast
Single: $239.00 CAD
Double: $259.00 CAD

Our elegantly appointed guestrooms and suites featuring the exquisitely comfortable Sheraton Sweet Sleeper bed. Located in the heart of downtown Montréal, only moments away from the underground city. Indoor-atrium style pool, spa and fully equipped fitness centre. The Sheraton Service Promise assures you of a great stay.

Hilton Montréal Bonaventure
Rates include continental breakfast
Single: $225.00 CAD
Double: $245.00 CAD

Surrounded by two and a half acres of gardens with a year-round heated outdoor pool. Located in the heart of the city, the hotel offers spacious guestrooms and multifunctional meeting rooms/exhibit hall with complete business centre, videoconferencing services and high-speed Internet access. Connected to the underground city and the Convention Centre.
Holiday Inn Select Montréal Centre-Ville
(Downtown/Convention Centre)
Rates include continental breakfast
Single: $215.00 CAD
Double (1 bed): $225.00 CAD
Double (2 beds): $235.00 CAD
Rooms and suites with large working desk, telephones, dual phone line with voice mail, iron and ironing board, dataport and coffee maker. “Executive Edition” floor. Chez Chine restaurant. Next to the Convention Centre.

Le Square Phillips Hôtel & Suites
Rates include continental breakfast
Single: $169.00 CAD
Double: $169.00 CAD
Triple: $184.00 CAD
Quadruple: $199.00 CAD
Le Square Phillips Hôtel & Suites, a historical building from renowned architect Ernest Cormier, was completely restored, harmonized with the present, and since February 2003, offers you grand studios and suites. Spacious and refined accommodation that redefines hotel standards with complete services that you would find in a four star hotel. Indoor rooftop swimming pool with sundeck. The hotel offers complimentary continental breakfast that you can enjoy in the private breakfast lounge.

Hôtel Travelodge Montréal Centre
Rates include continental breakfast
Single: $119.00 CAD
Double: $119.00 CAD
Located in the heart of Montréal next to the Convention Centre, festival sites, Old Montréal, and Place des Arts. Rooms are equipped with a coffee maker, voice mail, computer modem. Free newspapers (lobby, restaurant). Free continental buffet breakfast.
### HOTEL DETAILS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Distances to Palais des congrés</th>
<th>Single Rate per room per night</th>
<th>Double Rate per room per night</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delta Centre-Ville/ FDI Headquarter Hotel</td>
<td>Within 5 minutes walk</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td>$219</td>
<td>Rates include american breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Montréal</td>
<td>Within 5 minutes walk</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td>Category Wonderful Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hôtel InterContinental</td>
<td>Within 5 minutes walk</td>
<td>$265</td>
<td>$285</td>
<td>Rates include buffet style breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyatt Regency Montréal</td>
<td>Within 5 minutes walk</td>
<td>$229</td>
<td>$249</td>
<td>Rates include buffet style breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth</td>
<td>Within 15 minutes walk</td>
<td>$257</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>Rates include buffet style breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Centre Sheraton</td>
<td>Within 15 minutes walk</td>
<td>$239</td>
<td>$259</td>
<td>Rates include buffet style breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilton Montréal Bonaventure</td>
<td>Within 10 minutes walk</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$245</td>
<td>Rates include buffet style breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Inn Select Montréal Centre-Ville (Downtown/Convention)</td>
<td>Within 10 minutes walk</td>
<td>$215</td>
<td>$235 (2 Beds) $225 (1 Bed)</td>
<td>Rates include continental breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Square Phillips Hotel</td>
<td>Within 15 minutes walk</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>$169</td>
<td>Rates include continental breakfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hôtel Travelodge Montréal Centre</td>
<td>Within 5 minutes walk</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>Rates include continental breakfast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note:
- All rates are quoted in Canadian dollars.
- A list of economy accommodation is available on request.
- Taxes are not included.
- www.tourisme-montreal.org/housing/dentist